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Often the functions fij imply ow capacity constraints:fij(xij) := ( �fij(xij) if lij � xij � uij+1 otherwise(2)Here �fij is a real-valued convex function and lij � uij are the (�nite) lower and upperbounds on the ow on arc (i; j) 2 A. In this case Assumption 1.2 is trivially satis�ed.We denote the left and right derivative of fij at xij 2 domfij by f�ij (xij) andf+ij (xij), respectively. For points xij to the left of domfij we set f�ij (xij) = f+ij (xij) =�1 and for points xij to the right of domfij we set f�ij (xij) = f+ij (xij) = +1.Theorem 24.1 in (Rockafellar 1970) states that f�ij and f+ij are nondecreasing functionson R, �nite on int domfij andf+ij (zij) � f�ij (xij) � f+ij (xij) � f�ij (yij)whenever zij < xij < yij.We make an additional assumption regarding the functions fij:Assumption 1.3. f�ij (xij) < +1 and f+ij (xij) > �1 for all xij 2 domfij.Assumption 1.3 guarantees that the feasible solutions of (1) are regularly feasi-ble ((Rockafellar 1984), Section 8D). Together with the �rst two assumptions it alsoguarantees the existence of dual optimal solutions ((Rockafellar 1984), Section 8L).We say that a pair (x; �) satis�es complementary slackness (CS) on an arc (i; j) 2A if f�ij (xij) � �i � �j � f+ij (xij)(3)For arbitrary vector � and fij strictly convex satisfying Assumption 1.2, there exists aunique xij satisfying (3). A vector x is optimal for (1) if it satis�es the ow conservationconstraints and together with some � satis�es CS on every arc in A.A pair (x; �) satis�es �-complementary slackness (�-CS) on an arc (i; j) 2 A iff�ij (xij)� � � �i � �j � f+ij (xij) + �(4)We will see below that �-complementary slackness corresponds to near optimality forsmall �.A statement of the basics of the algorithm is given in the following section. Sec-tion 3 provides a convergence analysis and a quantitative interpretation of the sig-ni�cance of �-complementary slackness. Some computational re�nements of the basicmethod are presented in section 4, together with a specialization of the algorithm tothe mixed linear-quadratic case. Section 5 presents numerical results and a compari-son with other approaches. Finally, parallel versions of the algorithm are discussed insection 6.2. The basic algorithm . We state the algorithm in its simplest form in thissection. A brief discussion is given of the main ideas, followed by a formal statementof the method.The algorithm computes an approximate solution of problem (1) in the sense thatit generates a sequence of iterates converging to a feasible solution satisfying �-CS.More precisely, we assume that the set A has been partitioned into two sets A0 andA1 such that only arcs with strictly convex cost functions are in A1, and we show that2



in the limit the primal-dual pair produced by the algorithm will satisfy CS on eacharc in A1 and �-CS on each arc in A0. This approach di�ers from that of (Bertsekas,Hosein & Tseng 1987) in that it divides the arcs into two sets and focuses on changingsingle node prices and ows on arcs incident to single nodes.In Step 1 below, a node i with positive surplus is identi�ed. Steps 2{4 are thenrepeatedly applied until the surplus at this node is driven to 0 (which is achievablein a �nite number of steps, see discussion following algorithm). The algorithm �rsttries to \push" this surplus to adjacent nodes using only arcs in A0 (Step 2 and 3).If unsuccessful, it then tries to raise the price (Step 4) of node i su�ciently high sothat the surplus can be \pushed away" using the incident arcs in A1 but not so highas to violate �-CS on the arcs in A0. We assume that � and �0 are two given numberssuch that 0 � �0 < �2 . Algorithm 1Step 0 [Initialization] Start with (x; �) satisfying �-CS on all arcs in A0 and CS onall arcs in A1.Set k = 0.Step 1 [Choose node with positive surplus] Choose a node i such thatsi := bi � Xj2�+(i) xij + Xj2��(i) xji > 0and increment k. If no such node exists, STOP.Step 2 [Increase ow on outgoing arc in A0] If there is an arc (i; j) 2 A0 such thatf+ij (xij)� (�i � �j) � � �2then change the ow on arc (i; j),xij  xij +minfsi; �gwhere � > 0 is the largest ow increase allowing �0-CS to be satis�ed on arc(i; j): f�ij (xij + �)� �0 � �i � �j � f+ij (xij + �) + �0The ow on the remaining arcs and the dual costs remain unchanged. Updatesi and if its new value is 0 go to Step 1 else return to Step 2.Step 3 [Decrease ow on incoming arc in A0] If there is an arc (j; i) 2 A0 such thatf�ji (xji)� (�j � �i) � �2then change the ow on arc (j; i),xji  xji �minfsi; �gwhere � > 0 is the least ow decrease allowing �0-CS to be satis�ed on arc(j; i): f�ji (xji � �)� �0 � �j � �i � f+ji (xji � �) + �0The ow on the remaining arcs and the dual costs remain unchanged. Updatesi and if its new value is 0 go to Step 1 else return to Step 3.3



Step 4 [Raise price and change ows in A1] Compute�1 := minfj2�+(i) j (i;j)2A0gnf+ij (xij)� (�i � �j)o � � �2�2 := minfj2��(i) j (j;i)2A0gn��f�ji (xji)� (�j � �i)�o � � �2For each  and for each arc (i; j) 2 A1 let xij() be the ow such thatf�ij (xij()) � �i +  � �j � f+ij (xij())Similarly for each arc (j; i) 2 A1 let xji() be the ow such thatf�ji (xji()) � �j � �i �  � f+ji (xji())and let �3 > 0 be the value of  such thatbi � X(i;j)2A1 xij()� X(i;j)2A0 xij + X(j;i)2A1 xji() + X(j;i)2A0 xji = 0(where �3 = +1 if a solution does not exist).De�ne: � := min f�1 + �;�2 + �;�3gChange the price on node i: �i  �i +�and adjust the ow on the incident arcs in A1 so that CS is satis�ed. The owon all other arcs and the prices of all remaining nodes remains unchanged.Update si and if its new value is 0 go to Step 1 else return to Step 2.We now verify that Step 2 maintains �-CS on arc (i; j) (this can be done similarlyfor Step 3). Let x0ij be the updated value of the ow on (i; j). We havef�ij (x0ij)� � � f�ij (xij + �)� � � f�ij (xij + �)� �0 � �i � �jand f+ij (x0ij) + � � f+ij (xij) + � � �i � �jTo see that � > 0 in Step 4, note that �1 > � �2 and �2 > � �2 since no eligiblearcs could be found in Step 2 and Step 3, respectively. Also, �3 > 0 since we wantxij(�3) > xij(0) for (i; j) 2 A1 and xji(�3) < xji(0) for (j; i) 2 A1.We now verify that the price increase in Step 4 doesn't destroy �-CS on the arcsin A0. Denote the new value of �i by �0i. We have�0i � �j > �i � �j � f�ij (xij)� �4



and �0i � �j � �i +�1 + �� �j = minfv2�+(i) j (i;v)2A0gnf+iv (xiv)o+ � � f+ij (xij) + �Similarly, �-CS is preserved on an arc (j; i) 2 A0.Finally, we show that Steps 2{4 eventually drive the surplus of node i to 0. Assumethe opposite. Then �3 = +1 in every execution of Step 4 implying that this stepincreases �i by at least �2 . Hence �i approaches in�nity which is impossible as will beshown in the proof of Lemma 3.1 in a more general context.3. Convergence analysis. In this section we establish convergence for Algo-rithm 1.We refer to the pair (x; �) available at the beginning of Step 1 (just before k isincremented) as (xk; �k).The surplus of node i 2 N at the beginning of iteration k is given byski := bi � Xj2�+(i) xkij + Xj2��(i) xkji(5) Lemma 3.1. The sequence f�kg1k=0 generated by Algorithm 1 converges to somepoint ��.Proof. The sequence f�ki g1k=0 is nondecreasing for all i 2 N . Hence we only needto show it is bounded above. Assume the contrary, i.e. �ki ! 1 for all i 2 N1 while�kj stay bounded for j 2 N0 as k !1. Here fN0;N1g is a partition of N with N0 6= ;since there is always a node with negative surplus which is never chosen in Step 1.Pick an arc (i; j) with i 2 N1 and j 2 N0. We have that �ki � �kj !1 which togetherwith the �-CS condition f�ij (xkij)� � � �ki � �kj � f+ij (xkij) + �implies that f+ij (xkij) ! +1. Hence for any �xij 2 int domfij there exist an iterationnumber kij such that xkij � �xij whenever k � kij . Also, if �xij 2 domfij is the rightendpoint of domfij then f�ij (�xij) < +1 (Assumption 1.3) hence f+ij (x) is uniformlybounded above on int domfij implying that xkij = �xij for k � kij .Similarly if (j; i) is an arc with j 2 N0, i 2 N1 and �xji 2 domfji there exist aniteration number kji such that xkji � �xji whenever k � kji.Now choose for each arc (i; j), i 2 N1, j 2 N0 the number �xij 2 domfij and foreach arc (j; i), j 2 N0, i 2 N1 the number �xji 2 domfji such thatXi2N1 bi � Xf(i;j)ji2N1;j2N0g �xij + Xf(j;i)ji2N1;j2N0g �xji � 0(This is always possible since the problem is feasible.) For su�ciently large k we nowhave Xi2N1 ski = Xi2N1 bi � Xf(i;j)ji2N1;j2N0gxkij + Xf(j;i)ji2N1;j2N0g xkji �Xi2N1 bi � Xf(i;j)ji2N1;j2N0g �xij + Xf(j;i)ji2N1;j2N0g �xji � 05



which contradicts the assumption that the nodes in N1 are chosen in�nitely manytimes in Step 1.Lemma 3.2. The sequence fxkg1k=0 generated by Algorithm 1 converges to somex� 2 dom �P(i;j)2A fij�.Proof. We start by showing that the sequence fxkg1k=0 is bounded. First notethat the quantity Pi2N jski j is a nonincreasing function of k. Assume that the ow onan arc (i; j) 2 A is unbounded (i.e. xklij ! 1 where fklg is an appropriately chosenindex sequence). Hence there is a cycle Y containing (i; j) such that the ows on theforward arcs of Y (denoted by Y +) approach +1 while the ows on the backward arcsof Y (denoted by Y �) approach �1. We assume that fklg has been further thinnedso that xkluw ! +1; (u;w) 2 Y +xklwu ! �1; (w; u) 2 Y �By summing the �-CS conditionf�uw(xkluw)� � � �klu � �klw � f+uw(xkluw) + �along Y we get that X(u;w)2Y + f�uw(xkluw) � X(w;u)2Y � f+wu(xklwu) � n�which is a contradiction with Assumption 1.2 since xkluw ! +1 implies f�uw(xkluw) !+1 while xklwu ! �1 implies f+wu(xklwu)! �1.We now show that fxkijg1k=0 converges for each (i; j) 2 A1. Since fij is properclosed strictly convex function, its conjugate f�ij is essentially smooth hence (usingAssumption 1.2) (continuously) di�erentiable. We havexkij = rf�ij(�ki � �kj )Lemma 3.1 shows that �ki � �kj ! ��i � ��j hence fxkijg converges.To see that fxkijg1k=0 converges for (i; j) 2 A0, note that for su�ciently large k(i; j) can be chosen only in Step 2 or only in Step 3 but not in both of them. Hencestarting with some k, fxkijg is monotone which together with its boundedness impliesconvergence.Finally, x�ij 2 domfij for each (i; j) 2 A because (x�; ��) satisfy �-CS implyingthat f�ij (x�ij) and f+ij (x�ij) cannot both be +1 or �1.The following assumption regarding the way nodes are chosen in Step 1 is neededin establishing convergence to a feasible point.Assumption 3.1. If ski > 0 for some k then node i is chosen in Step 1 in someiteration numbered higher than k.Lemma 3.3. The sequence fskg1k=0 generated by Algorithm 1 converges to 0.Proof. Let i 2 N be a node that is chosen in�nitely many times in Step 1 andlet fklg be the corresponding sequence of iteration numbers. We have0 = skl+1i � skl+2i � : : : � skl+1i6



and so lim supk!1 ski = lim supl!1 skli � lim supl!1 kxkl � xkl+1k1 = 0(using that the change in a node surplus doesn't exceed the sum of changes of arcows). Hence ski ! 0.On the other hand, if j 2 N is a node with skj � 0 for all k we haveskj � Xfu2Njsku<0g sku = � Xfu2Njsku�0g sku ! 0hence skj ! 0.The preceding three lemmas constitute the proof of the �rst part of the mainconvergence theorem. The second part is concerned with the case when A0 = A. Inthis case we de�ne the admissible network w.r.t. some pair (x; �) to be G(N ; Â) where(i; j) 2 Â i� (i; j) 2 A; f+ij (xij)� (�i � �j) � � �2or(j; i) 2 A; f�ji (xji)� (�j � �i) � �2Less formally, the admissible network contains an arc (i; j) if ow can be pushed fromnode i to node j according to the rules of the algorithm.Assumption 3.2. (x0; �0) are chosen so that the admissible network w.r.t. (x0; �0)is acyclic.The above assumption is trivially satis�ed if (x0; �0) satisfy CS, for then the setof arcs of the admissible network is empty.Theorem 3.4. The sequence f(xk; �k)g1k=0 generated by Algorithm 1 convergesto some (x�; ��) such that x� is feasible for (1) and together with �� satis�es �-CS.Furthermore, if A1 = ; the algorithm terminates �nitely with a primal{dual pairsatisfying the same properties.Proof. The �rst part follows directly from Lemmas 3.1{3.3. For the second partwe �rst show that if the admissible network is acyclic w.r.t. the initial choice of (x; �),it remains acyclic throughout the algorithm. Indeed, Steps 2 and 3 obviously cannotadd new arcs to the admissible network. Step 4 increases �i by more than �2 and somay add some arcs originating at i to the admissible network. At the same time allarcs entering i leave the admissible network and so no cycle can be formed in it.Now assume that the algorithm doesn't terminate. Since �ki ! ��i and � > �2in Step 4, we see that for su�ciently large k, �ki = ��i for each i 2 N . Hence fromsome point on no new arcs are added to the admissible network. This together withits acyclicity guarantees that Algorithm 1 terminates �nitely.The pair (x�; ��) computed by Algorithm 1 is nearly optimal. The following twolemmas (Corollary 3.1 and Proposition 3.6 from (Bertsekas et al. 1987), respectively)give the precise statement. In them, f(x) and q(�) are used to denote the primal anddual objective values of (1):f(x) := X(i;j)2A fij(xij);q(�) := �T b � X(i;j)2A f�ij(�i � �j):7



Lemma 3.5. Let (x(�); �(�)) satisfy �-CS and let x(�) satisfy the ow conservationconstraints. Then f(x(�))� q(�(�))! 0 as �! 0.Lemma 3.6. Let (x(�); �(�)) satisfy the assumptions of Lemma 3.5 and in additionassume that each fij is of the form (2) (i.e. �nite capacity constraints). Then0 � f(x(�))� q(�(�)) � � X(i;j)2A(uij � lij)In the case the fij satisfy for some dij > 0 the inverse Lipschitz conditiondij(x1ij � x2ij) � f�ij (x1ij)� f+ij (x2ij) for x1ij > x2ij(for example, fij are piecewise quadratic) we can derive a bound on the distance fromthe point computed by Algorithm 1 to the optimal solution set of (1).Lemma 3.7. Let (x�; ��) satisfy �-CS and let x� be feasible for (1). Let �x be anyoptimal solution of (1). Then for every (i; j) 2 Adij jx�ij � �xij j � n�Proof. Fix (i; j) 2 A and assume that x�ij 6= �xij. According to the ConformalRealization Theorem (Bertsekas 1991) x� � �x can be decomposed into a sum of con-forming simple cycle ows. Let Y be any of the cycles containing (i; j). By summingthe �-CS condition (4) along Y (as in the proof of Lemma 3.2) we obtainX(u;w)2Y + f�uw(x�uw) � X(w;u)2Y � f+wu(x�wu) � n�Similarly by summing the CS condition (3) along Y we getX(u;w)2Y + f+uw(�xuw) � X(w;u)2Y � f�wu(�xwu) � 0Now by subtracting the above two inequalities we getX(u;w)2Y +nf�uw(x�uw)� f+uw(�xuw)o � X(w;u)2Y �nf+wu(x�wu)� f�wu(�xwu)o � n�(6)For an arc (u;w) 2 Y + we have �xuw < x�uw while for an arc (w; u) 2 Y � we havex�wu < �xwu and so the conclusion of the Lemma follows immediately.4. Computational considerations. In this section we discuss some issues re-lated to the implementation of Algorithm 1 and some extensions to it.One way of enforcing Assumption 3.1 in practice is to consider the nodes in Step1 in some �xed order that includes all nodes in N . A more economical solution isused in the linear code �-RELAX (Bertsekas 1991). There the nodes that have positivesurplus are kept in a queue. Nodes are \selected" from the front of the queue; if duringthe course of an iteration the surplus of an adjacent node (not already in the queue)becomes positive, that node is added to the end of the queue.Algorithm 1, as described, consists only of \up" iterations (i.e. a node with apositive surplus is selected and its price may be raised). It is possible to de�ne in a8



symmetrical way a \down" iteration which starts by selecting a node with negativesurplus and may decrease its price. (Bertsekas & Tsitsiklis 1989) has an example ofthe �-relaxation algorithm cycling if \up" and \down" iterations are mixed arbitrarily.If we assume, however, that either the number of \up" iterations or the number of\down" iterations started at any given node is �nite, cycling cannot occur. Indeed,this assumption implies that from some point in the course of the algorithm on, eitheronly \up" or only \down" iterations are executed at any given node and our con-vergence proof can be used with slight modi�cations. The computational results inSection 5 demonstrate that the performance of the algorithm for nonlinear problemsis signi�cantly improved by mixing both \up" and \down" iterations.The above assumption can be computationally checked by using a device similarto the one used in the code �-RELAX-N (Bertsekas 1991). For a node i, let pki be thenumber of \up" iterations executed at node i before iteration number k. Also letSk := Xi2N jski jWe can now enforce the assumption by not allowing a \down" iteration for node i atiteration number k if pki > C1 +C2(S0 � Sk)where C1 and C2 are any two positive constants. The quantity C1 + C2(S0 � Sk) isnondecreasing and bounded above and is used as a measure of the progress made bythe algorithm. As long as the algorithm makes su�cient progress, \up" and \down"iterations are allowed to be mixed. If, however, too many \up" iterations are executedat a given node without achieving progress, no more \down" iterations are allowed atthis node.Finally, we should note that the solution of problem (1) usually consists of morethan one application of Algorithm 1. The algorithm is executed for some value of� and terminated when the surplus of all nodes becomes relatively small. Then �is reduced and the process is repeated. This is very similar to the way cost scalingalgorithms operate.We now describe a specialization of Algorithm 1 for network ow problems withmixed linear and quadratic cost functions:minimize X(i;j)2A �fij(xij)subject to Xj2�+(i) xij � Xj2��(i) xji = bi; i 2 N0 � xij � uij(7)where �fij(xij) are convex continuously di�erentiable quadratic functions:�fij(xij) = 12dij[xij ]2 + cijxijwith dij � 0.Again, let fA0;A1g be a partition of A such that A1 contains only arcs (i; j) withdij > 0. 9



Algorithm 2Step 0 [Initialization] Start with (x; �) such thatxij = ( 0 if cij � (�i � �j) > �uij if dijuij + cij � (�i � �j) < ��For all the remaining arcs, the initial choice of x must satisfy the capacityconstraints for the arcs with linear cost,max8<:0;min�uij;� �dij�cij � (�i � �j)dij �9=; � xij � min8<:uij ;max�0; �dij�cij � (�i � �j)dij �9=;for the remaining arcs in A0 andxij = max8<:0;min�uij;�cij � (�i � �j)dij �9=;for the arcs in A1.Set k = 0.Step 1 [Choose node with positive surplus] Choose a node i such thatsi := bi � Xj2�+(i) xij + Xj2��(i) xji > 0and increment k. If no such node exists, STOP.Step 2 [Increase ow on outgoing arc in A0] If there is an arc (i; j) 2 A0 such thatrij := dijxij + cij � (�i � �j) � � �2 ;xij < uijthen change the ow on arc (i; j),xij  xij +min(si; uij � xij; � rijdij)The ow on the remaining arcs and the dual costs remain unchanged. Updatesi and if its new value is 0 go to Step 1 else return to Step 2.Step 3 [Decrease ow on incoming arc in A0] If there is an arc (j; i) 2 A0 such thatrji := djixji + cji � (�j � �i) � �2 ;xji > 0then change the ow on arc (j; i),xji  xji �min(si; xji; rjidji)The ow on the remaining arcs and the dual costs remain unchanged. Updatesi and if its new value is 0 go to Step 1 else return to Step 3.10



Step 4 [Raise price and change ows in A1] Compute�1 := minfj2�+(i) j (i;j)2A0; xij<uijgncij � (�i � �j)o�2 := minfj2��(i) j (j;i)2A0; xji>0gn� (cji � (�j � �i))oFor each  and for each arc (i; j) 2 A1 letxij() = max8<:0;min�uij;�cij � (�i +  � �j)dij �9=;Similarly for each arc (j; i) 2 A1 letxji() = max8<:0;min�uji;�cji � (�j � �i � )dji �9=;and let �3 be the value of  such thatbi � X(i;j)2A1 xij()� X(i;j)2A0 xij + X(j;i)2A1 xji() + X(j;i)2A0 xji = 0(where �3 = +1 if a solution does not exist).De�ne: � := min f�1 + �;�2 + �;�3gChange the price on node i: �i  �i +�and adjust the ow on the incident arcs in A1 so that CS is satis�ed. The owon all other arcs and the prices of all remaining nodes remains unchanged.Update si and if its new value is 0 go to Step 1 else return to Step 2.5. Numerical results. In this section we describe computational experience us-ingAlgorithm 2 to solve network ow test problems with mixed linear/quadratic andstrictly quadratic cost functions. The code was written in C and run on a SPARCsta-tion 20.The quality of the computed primal-dual pair (x�; ��) can be measured in termsof the ow conservation constraints violation and relative accuracy of the computedobjective value. For all runs reported below we hadmaxi2N ��� bi � Xj2�+(i) x�ij + Xj2��(i) x�ji ��� � 10�8which translates to relative feasibility violation given bymaxi2N ��� bi � Xj2�+(i) x�ij + Xj2��(i) x�ji ���=kbk1 � 10�1211



The computed objective value was accurate to nearly ten signi�cant digits:����f(x�)� q(��)f(x�) ���� � 10�10We obtained our test problems by modifying the standard NETGEN (Klingman,Napier & Stutz 1974) problems 1{10 and 16{25. The �rst ten problems are trans-portation problems while the rest are transshipment problems. The transshipmentproblems di�er in number of transshipment sources and sinks, percentage of capaci-tated arcs and size of upper bounds. The last four problems in Table 1 were obtainedby scaling the input data for the corresponding standard NETGEN problems by afactor of eight. By adding quadratic terms to the objective functions we generatedthe following three groups of test problems:� \50% linear/50% quadratic." A quadratic term with coe�cient 10:0 wasadded to the cost function of 50% of the arcs (randomly chosen). In thecorresponding runs we chose A0 to be the set of linear arcs and A1 to be theset of quadratic arcs.� \50% large quadratic/50% small quadratic." A quadratic term with coe�cient10:0 was added to half of the arc cost functions and a quadratic term withcoe�cient 0:001 was added to the other half. This corresponds to a strictlyconvex problem with an ill-conditioned Hessian. In the algorithm we choseA1 to be the set of arcs with large quadratic factors and A0 the set of arcswith small quadratic factors.� \100% quadratic." A quadratic term with coe�cient 10:0 was added to allarc cost functions. In the corresponding runs we chose A0 = ; and A1 = A.(With these choices the algorithm is practically equivalent to the relaxationmethod for strictly convex problems.)Table 1 presents the sizes of the test problems and the execution times of Al-gorithm 2 in seconds for each of the three test groups. The results for the �rstand third groups are comparable (after taking into account the computer performancedi�erential) to those reported in (Bertsekas et al. 1987) for similarly modi�ed NET-GEN problems. However, the method of (Bertsekas et al. 1987) had di�culties solvingproblems similar to \50% large quadratic/50% small quadratic," being more than �vetimes slower for them compared to the corresponding \50% linear/50% quadratic"problems. Our method, on the other hand, solves problems in the second group inroughly the same time as corresponding problems in the �rst group. This showsthat our algorithm is as e�cient for ill-conditioned quadratic objectives as for mixedlinear-quadratic objectives.It is worth mentioning that mixing \up" and \down" iterations is very impor-tant for achieving good computational e�ciency in practice. This is illustrated inTable 1 where numbers in parentheses correspond to runs where only \up" iterationswere allowed (for some problems in the \100% quadratic" case executing only \up"iterations led to very large times not shown in the table). This should be contrastedto the observation that mixing \up" and \down" iterations does not lead to signi�-cant improvement in running time when solving linear min-cost problems using the�-relaxation algorithm.We also present the solution times for the smaller test problems using the piecewiselinear approximation algorithm for separable convex network ow problems (Kamesam& Meyer 1984). This algorithm constructs a sequence of problems having piecewise12



Table 1Solution times for modi�ed NETGEN problems using the �-relaxation algorithm (�gures in paren-theses correspond to doing only \up iterations.")NETGEN Number Number 50% linear 50% large q. 100% quadraticNumber of Nodes of Arcs 50% quadratic 50% small q.1 200 1308 0.22 (0.99) 0.24 (0.83) 0.14 (4.72)2 200 1511 0.23 0.25 0.143 200 2000 0.39 0.34 0.154 200 2200 0.29 0.30 0.175 200 2900 0.44 (1.46) 0.40 (1.54) 0.19 (5.77)6 300 3174 0.37 0.41 0.247 300 4519 0.84 0.71 0.298 300 5169 0.91 0.85 0.379 300 6075 1.16 0.98 0.4810 300 6320 1.27 1.11 0.5016 400 1306 1.25 (1.77) 0.90 (1.67) 0.2817 400 2443 1.10 0.80 0.2518 400 1306 1.46 0.83 0.2819 400 2443 1.05 0.84 0.2620 400 1416 1.0 0.82 0.2921 400 2836 1.49 (3.0) 1.04 (2.17) 0.2722 400 1416 1.16 0.81 0.2923 400 2836 1.29 0.87 0.2724 400 1382 0.85 0.98 0.2825 400 2676 0.75 0.73 0.276S 2400 25336 7.4 7.1 9.610S 2400 50535 12.4 11.5 12.124S 3200 11056 7.0 7.0 5.725S 3200 21408 12.6 8.7 5.5linear objective functions which converge to the original nonlinear objective and solvesthese problems using the network simplex method. Except for a few of the linear-quadratic problems, the times in Table 2 are larger than the ��relaxation times. Someadditional testing demonstrated that the piecewise-linear approach was competitivefor problems in which most arcs had linear costs, but since such problem classes werenot the main focus of this research, we do not present these results here.Finally, our relaxation algorithm consistently outperformed by a signi�cant factorthe general nonlinear network optimization package LSNNO (Toint & Tuyttens 1992)on the test problems described above.6. Parallel versions of the algorithm. An iteration of Algorithm 1 onlyinvolves a node in the given network and its adjacent arcs. Consequently, an obviousapproach to parallelization would be to assign a node (or a group of nodes) to eachprocessor in a parallel computing environment. Iterations at several di�erent nodeswould then be able to proceed simultaneously if only iterations at independent (i.e.no two are joined by an arc) nodes were allowed to proceed concurrently. A potentialproblem with this approach might be limited parallel e�ciency due to insu�cientnumber of independent nodes with non-zero surplus available at any given time.13



Table 2Solution times for modi�ed NETGEN problems using the piecewise-linear approximation methodNETGEN Number Number 50% linear 50% large q. 100% quadraticNumber of Nodes of Arcs 50% quadratic 50% small q.1 200 1308 0.74 1.69 2.172 200 1511 0.93 1.99 2.383 200 2000 1.18 2.84 3.364 200 2200 1.25 2.61 4.015 200 2900 1.46 3.49 5.266 300 3174 2.33 5.06 7.367 300 4519 2.65 8.31 10.38 300 5169 2.76 7.76 11.19 300 6075 3.65 9.06 14.310 300 6320 3.76 9.35 13.916 400 1306 1.31 8.26 5.4417 400 2443 1.57 11.5 10.118 400 1306 0.97 6.27 4.0419 400 2443 1.38 8.35 7.9620 400 1416 1.86 17.2 7.3621 400 2836 1.57 24.7 16.222 400 1416 1.49 7.57 5.1423 400 2836 1.53 10.6 10.824 400 1382 1.98 11.0 6.1825 400 2676 1.51 9.95 15.8Another approach (described below) removes the node independency requirementby allowing iterations at two adjacent nodes to be executed in parallel. In this case,the two nodes may set the ow on the arc joining them to two di�erent values. Asthe algorithm progresses, the di�erence between the two nodes' estimates of the owapproaches zero. This algorithm may be viewed as a generalization of the totallyasynchronous algorithm for linear network ow problems of (Bertsekas & Tsitsiklis1989), to nonlinear cost functions.At time step t any node i has the following data:� the price �i(t)� for any node j 2 �+(i)[ ��(i), the price for node j at some previous time step(denoted by �j(i; t))� for any arc (i; j) 2 �+(i), its estimate of the ow xij(i; t) and for any arc(j; i) 2 ��(i), its estimate of the ow xji(i; t)The surplus of node i at time t is de�ned to besi(t) := bi � Xj2�+(i) xij(i; t) + Xj2��(i) xji(i; t)At any time step t node i does one of the following:� If si(t) > 0, executes an \up iteration" (with �0 = 0) and updates the valuesof �i(t), xij(i; t) for (i; j) 2 �+(i) and xji(i; t) for (j; i) 2 ��(i).� Receives messages from adjacent nodes j containing values �j(t0) and xij(j; t0)for arcs (i; j) 2 �+(i) or xji(j; t0) for arcs (j; i) 2 ��(i) where t0 < t. It14



uses these values to update �j(i; t) and xij(i; t) for (i; j) 2 �+(i) (xji(i; t) for(j; i) 2 ��(i)) according to the update rule outlined below.Update rule: If �j(t0) < �j(i; t), do nothing. Else set �j(i; t)  �j(t0). For an arc(i; j) 2 �+(i), denote the largest ow that satis�es CS together with �i(t) and �j(i; t)by yij(i; t). Now if xij(j; t0) < xij(i; t), set xij(i; t) to the projection of yij(i; t) on[xij(j; t0); xij(i; t)]. Similarly, for an arc (j; i) 2 ��(i), denote the largest ow thatsatis�es CS together with �i(t) and �j(i; t) by yji(i; t). If xji(j; t0) > xji(i; t), setxji(i; t) to the projection of yji(i; t) on [xji(i; t); xji(j; t0)].The initial values of (x; �) should satisfy�i(0) � �i(j; 0) 8j 6= i;xij(i; 0) � xij(j; 0) 8(i; j)together with the usual CS/�-CS conditions.The structure of the \up iteration", the update rule and the initial conditionsimply the following properties of the iterates:1. The sequence f�i(t)g1t=0 is nondecreasing and�i(t) � �i(j; t0) 8t0 � t2. �-CS is satis�ed \locally" at each node i:f�ij (xij(i; t)) � � � �i(t)� �j(i; t)� f+ij (xij(i; t)) + �; (i; j) 2 �+(i)f�ji (xji(i; t)) � � � �j(i; t) � �i(t)� f+ji (xji(i; t)) + �; (j; i) 2 ��(i)3. The start node estimate of the ow on an arc dominates the end node estimate:xij(i; t) � xij(j; t) 8tProof: Let t be the �rst time step when the above fails. This can only happenif at time t node i received a message from j causing xij(i; t) to decreaseor j received a message from i causing xij(j; t) to increase. Without loss ofgenerality assume the former. Let t0 be the time when the message in questionwas sent by j. Also let s � t be the last time step when j received a messagefrom i that increased xij(j; t) and let s0 be the time when this message wassent. We necessarily have s > t0 for otherwisexij(i; t) � xij(j; t0) � xij(j; t):Now using that xij(j; t) > xij(i; t) � yij(i; t) and the de�nition of yij(i; t) weget f�ij (xij(j; t))> �i(t)� �j(t0) � �i(s0)� �j(s)� f�ij (yij(j; s)) � f�ij (xij(j; s)) � f�ij (xij(j; t));a contradiction. 15



4. There exists a node which never executes an \up iteration." This follows fromthe fact that once nonnegative, the surplus of a node remains nonnegative andfrom the following inequalityXi si(t) = X(i;j) fxij(j; t) � xij(i; t)g � 0 8tIn order to establish convergence of the algorithm, the usual assumption is neededthat information in the system never becomes \too old." Using the above Property 4,it is easy to prove in a manner similar to Lemma 3.1 that the node prices converge.We now show that the ow estimates of both end nodes of each arc converge tothe same value: xij(i; t)! x�ij; xij(j; t)! x�ij:Boundedness of both sequences can be established in the same way as for the sequentialalgorithm. Denote the largest ow value that satis�es CS together with ��i and ��j(where ��i and ��j denote the limit values for the prices of nodes i and j, respectively) byy�ij. Using that yij(i; t) is the largest element of @fij(�i(t)��j(i; t)) and the continuityproperties of the subdi�erential mapping we getyij(i; t)! y�ij; yij(j; t)! y�ij :Three cases need to be considered:1. Both nodes i and j execute an in�nite number of \up iterations" that a�ecttheir estimates of the ow on (i; j). From the logic of the \up iteration" andthe update rule we getlim supt xij(i; t) � y�ij � lim inft xij(j; t)which together with Property 3 establishes the result.2. Node i changes xij(i; t) through \up iterations" only �nite number of timeswhile node j changes xij(j; t) through \up iterations" in�nitely many times.Then fxij(i; t)g is nonincreasing for su�ciently large t and hence convergesto some x�ij. We have y�ij � lim inft xij(j; t) � x�ijso by the update rule lim inft xij(j; t) = x�ijHence fxij(j; t)g also converges to x�ij .3. Both nodes i and j change their respective estimates for the ow on (i; j) only�nitely many times through \up iterations." Hence fxij(i; t)g is nonincreasingwhile fxij(j; t)g is nondecreasing for su�ciently large t. By the update rulethey can only converge to the same value (projections of a converging sequenceon a sequence of nested segments).Finally, feasibility of the common limit points for the original problem can beestablished in the same way as for the serial algorithm.16
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